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ABSTRACT

The existence of a solvable non-normal Fitting class :F which is not a Lockett class but for which the
Lockett Conjecture still holds are studied. We also prove that there exists an (V-local Fitting class:F which
does not satisfy the Lockett conjecture but the Lockett conjecture still holds under a given condition. As
a consequence of our result, a generalized version of the Lausch's problem in the well-known Kourovka
Notebook is answered.

I INTRODUCTION

All groups in this paper are finite. The reader is assumed to familiar with the theory
of formations and Fitting classes.

Let F be a Fitting class. If F is non-empty, then it is clear that every group
G has a unique F-maximal normal subgroup GF which is called the F-radical
ofG.

A Fitting class F is called a radical homomorph if F is closed under homo
morphic images. A radical homomorph 1i is called saturated if G E 1i whenever
G/ <P (G) E 1i. If a saturated radical homomorph 1i forms a formation, then we
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call 1i a saturated Fitting formation. A non-empty Fitting class F is said to be
normal if the F-radical GF is a F-maximal subgroup of G for every group G (see
[7] and [8]).

It is well known that many problems related to Fitting classes can be studied by
using the operators "*,, and "/' defined by Lockett [9]. Actually every non-empty
Fitting class F can be compared with the Fitting classes F* and F*, where F* is
the smallest Fitting class containing F such that the F* -radical ofthe direct product
G x H of any two groups G and H is equal to the direct product of the F* -radical
of G and the F* -radical of H. Finally F* is the intersection of all Fitting classes X
such that X* = F* (cf. [5, Ch. X], [9]). In view ofthis fact, we call a Fitting class F
a Lockett class if F = F* .

It was proved by Lockett [9] that in the class of all solvable groups, the following
inclusions hold for any Fitting class F:

where X is some normal Fitting class. In connection with the inclusions, Lockett
proposed the following conjecture [9].

Lockett Conjecture [9, p. 135]. In the class S of all solvable groups, Lockett
conjectured that for a Fitting class F, there exists a normal Fitting class X such that
F=F*nX.

For a Fitting class F, if there exists a normal Fitting class X such that
F = F* n X, then the Fitting class F is said to satisfy the Lockett conjec
ture.

We denote by (V (or 7T:) a non-empty set of primes; by S the class of all solvable
groups; by Srr the class of all solvable 7T: -groups; by E the class of all groups; by Err
the class of all 7T: -groups and by (l) the class of all identity groups.

Let f be a function which maps: P -+ {Fitting classes}. The support of f
is defined by Supp(f) = {p E P I f(p) :f: ¢}. Let a = Supp(f) and LR(f) =
Eu n (npEU f (p)NpEpi). A Fitting class F is said to be local if there exists a
function f such that F = LR(f). In this case, f is called the local function of
the local Fitting class F (cf. [10]). Moreover, if f(p) S; F, for all primes p, then f
is called an inner (or integrated) local function of :F-

It is clear that every solvable normal Fitting class F satisfies the Lockett
conjecture since by [5, X; 3.7], every non-identity Fitting class F is normal if and
only if F* = S. It is known that the Lockett conjecture holds for all solvable local
hereditary Fitting classes and that every solvable Fitting class F satisfies the Lockett
conjecture if and only if F* = F* n S* (see [4]). In 1978, Berger [2] used another
method to prove that the Lockett conjecture holds for the same family of Fitting
classes. In 1979, Beidlemen and Hauck [1] proved that the Lockett conjecture holds
for the Fitting classes XN and X SrrSrr',where X is an arbitrarily non-empty Fitting
class. As a further development, Vorob'ev [13] further verified that the Lockett
conjecture holds for any solvable local Fitting class. Later on, Gallego [6] extended
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the Lockett conjecture to the class £ of all finite groups and he proved that if F is a
local Fitting class with F S; [, then F* =F* n [*.

A counterexample in [3] shows that there exists a solvable non-local Fitting class
(which is a Lockett class) for which the Lockett conjecture does not hold. Therefore,
one naturally asks whether we can describe the Fitting classes that satisfies the
Leckett conjecture?

In this connection, the following two problems naturally arise.

Problem 1. Does there exist a soluble non-normal Fitting class which is not an
Lockett class but for which the Lockett conjecture holds?

Problem 2. For every partly local Fitting class F (namely, the w-local Fitting
class defined by Shemetkov and Skiba in [10]), does the generalized version of
the Lockett conjecture hold (that is, F* = F* n [*)?

The main purpose of this paper is to give answers to the above two problems (see
Corollary 2.6, Theorem B and Example 3.5). As one of the corollaries ofour results,
a generalized version of Lausch's problem in the well-known Kourovka Notebook
[11, Problem 8.30] is answered.

All unexplained notations and terminologies are standard. The reader is referred
to Doerk and Hawkes [5] if necessary.

2. THE ANSWER TO PROBLEM 1

We first cite some properties of the operators "/' and "*".

Lemma 2.1 ([9] and [5, Ch.x]). Let F and H be two Fitting classes. Then:

(a) ifF S; H, then F* S; H* and F* S; H*;
(b) (F*)* = F* = (F*)* S; F S; F* = (F*)* = (F*)*;
(c) F* S; F*A. where A is the class 0/all Abelian groups;
(d) If{Fi liE I} is a set o/Fitting classes, then (nEI :F;)* = nEI :Fj*.
(e) IfH is a saturated radical homomorph, then (FH)* = F*H.
(f) ifF is a homomorph (in particular, a/ormation), then F is a Lockett class.

If G is a group and X is a class of groups, then we write a(G) = {p I p E

P and pIIGI}, a(X) = U{a(G) I G E X} and Char(X) = {p I pEP and Zp E X},
where P is the set of all primes. Char(X) is called the characteristic of X (see [5]).

Lemma 2.2 ([5, X]). (i) Char(F*) = Char(F),for every Fitting class F;

(ii) ifF is a solvable Fitting class, then: (a) a(F) =Char(F); (b) p E Char(F) if
and only ifNp S; :F.

Lemma 2.3. Let F, X and Y be Fitting classes. Then F(X n Y) = F X n FY.

Proof. The proof is obvious and we omit the details. D
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Following [10], an wd-group is a group whose order is divisible by at least one
element in w. Let £wd be the class of groups whose every composition factor is an
wd-group. Let 0 i= w ~ P. Then, we call a function f: w U {w'} -+ {Fitting class}
an w-local function. Write LRw(f) = {G I Gwd E few') and FP(G) E f(p), for all
pEW n n(G)}, where Gwd is the £wd-residual of G, FP(G) is the Np£pl-residual
of G. Now, we call the Fitting class F an w-Iocal Fitting class if there exists an
w-Iocal function f such that F = LRw(f). Note that if w = P, then an w-Iocal
Fitting class is just a local Fitting class. Clearly, the classes £rr,Srr,Nrr , (1) are
local Fitting classes.

For a non-empty formation F, we denote by GF the F-residual of G. Let X, Y
be two sets of groups. We denote by Fit(X) the Fitting class generated by X and
write X v Y = Fit(X UY).

Lemma 2.4 [10, Theorem 9]. Let F be a Fitting class. Then the following
statements are equivalent.

(a) F(FP)Np ~ F,for all pEW, where

F(FP) = {Fit(FP(G)) IG E F, ifP E a (F);
0, ifpEa'(F).

(b) F = LRw(f), where few') = F and f(p) = F(FP)Np,for all pEw;
(c) F is an w-local Fitting class.

Lemma 2.5. ifF and 'H are Fitting classes, then (F* n 'H*)* = (F n 'Hk

Proof. By Lemma 2.1 (b), F* ~ F and 'H* ~ 'H. Hence, F* n 'H* ~ F n 'H. Now,
by Lemma 2.1(a), (F* n 'H*)* ~ (F n 'H)*. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.1,
(F n 'H)* ~ F* and (F n 'H)* ~ 'H*. Hence, by Lemma 2.1 again,

The following theorem gives a positive answer to Problem 1.

Theorem A. Let F, 'H be soluble non-normal Fitting class such that F and F*'H
satisfy the Lockett conjecture. ifF n 'H = (1) and 'H is a saturatedformation, then

(a) F*'H satisfies the Lockett conjecture;
(b) F*'H is an non-Lockett class (in particular, F* 'H is a non-local Fitting class)

whenever NpNq ~ F* , for some distinct primes p, q.

Proof. (a) Since F*'H satisfies the Lockett conjecture, (F*'H)* = (:F*'H)* n S*.
However, since 'H is a saturated radical homomorph, by Lemma 2.1(e), (F*'H)* =
(F*)*'H. Moreover, by Lemma 2.1(b), (F*)* = F*. Hence,

(2.1) (:F*'H)* = F*'H n S*.
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Now, by Lemma 2.1(b) and Lemma 2.5,

(F*'H)* = (F*'H)*)* = (F*'H) ns*t
= (F*'H)* n (S*H)* t = (F*'H n S*'Hk

Since'H is a Fitting formation, F*H n SoH = (F* n S*)H (cf. [13, Lemma 4]).
Thus,

Since F satisfies the Lockett conjecture, by (2.1) and (2.2), we obtain (F*H)* =
F*H n So' Now, by Lemma 2.1, (F*'H)* = (F*)*H = F*H. Thus, F*H satisfies
the Lockett conjecture.

(b) Assume that F*'H is an Lockett class, this is, F*'H = (F*H)*. Then, by
Lemma 2.1, F*H = F*H. However, since F satisfies the Lockett conjecture and 'H
is a formation, F*H n S*H = (F* n S*)H = F*'H, and consequently F* ~ F*H ~

S*'H. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.1 (c) and (2.1), we know that if G E F*, then
G/ Gs* E An Sa(F*). But, by Lemma 2.2, An Sa (F*) = An Sa (F) ~ Na(F) ~ F.
Hence, F* ~ S*F and by Lemma 2.3,

However, by our hypothesis, we have NpNq ~ F*. This contradicts [5, X; 5.32].
Thus, F*H is a non-Lockett class. Since every local Fitting class is a Lockett
class (cf. [13, Lemma 5]), F*H is a non-local Fitting class. Thus, Theorem A is
proved. 0

Corollary 2.6. For any set n ofprimes with In I ~ 2, (Srr )*Srr' is a solvable non
normal Fitting class which is non-Lockett class butfor which the Lockett conjecture
holds.

Proof. Clearly, (Srr )*Srr' is a solvable non-normal Fitting class. Since Srr is a local
Fitting class, by [13, Lemma 5], Srr is a Lockett class and so S; = Srr. Since the
product of two local Fitting classes Srr and Srr' is still a local Fitting class (cf.
[14, Lemma 4]), S;Srr' = SrrSrr' is a local Fitting class. By [13, Theorem], S;Srr'
satisfies the Lockett conjecture. Since Inl ~ 2, there are distinct primes p, q such
that NpNq ~ S(p,q} ~ S; = Srr. This shows that all conditions of Theorem A are
satisfied. Therefore, (Srr)*Srr' is non-Lockett class. 0

3. THE ANSWER TO PROBLEM 2 AND SOME APPLICATIONS

In this section, we generalize the Lockett conjecture from the class S to the
class E. In the class E, we say a Fitting class F satisfies the Lockett conjecture
if F* = F* n E*. We now prove the following theorem.

Theorem B. Let F be a w-local Fitting class.lfChar(F) ~ w, then F satisfies the
Lockett conjecture.
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Proof. Since F is w-local, by Lemma 2.4, F(FP) ~ F, for all pEW. Conse
quently, F(FP) ~ F, for all p E Char(F). By [10], the w-Iocal Fitting class F can
be defined as follows:

(3.1) F= (n Epl) n(n f(p)NpEp,) nf(w')Ewd.
pErr2 pErrI

where f is an w-Iocal function of F, Jrl =W n Supp(f) and Jr2 =w \ Jrl. It follows
that F ~ f(p)NpEpl, for every p E Jrl. Now, by Lemma 2.4(b), F ~ F(FP)Np£p"
for all p E Supp(f) n w. Since Char(F) ~ w, for every p E Char(F), the following
inclusion holds:

Thus, by [6, Theorem 4.8(c)], F is a Lockett class. By a result in [12], F can be
defined by a largest inner w-local function F with F(p)Np = F(p) ~ F, for all
pEW. This shows that for all pEW,

(3.2) F(p)Np ~ F ~ F(p)Epi = F(p)NpEpi.

Now, we claim that F ~ F.EpiNpi. In fact, since EpiNp is a saturated Fitting for
mation, (F.Ep,Np)* = (F.)'EpiNp by Lemma 2.1(e). However, by Lemma 2.1(b),
(F*)' = P. Hence, by [6, Theorem 4.8(c)], (F.Ep,Np)* = FEp,Np. On the other
hand, F.Ep,Np is a local Fitting class (cf. [13, Corollary I]), hence it is also a
Lockett class by [13, Lemma 5]. Thus, F.EpiNp =FEpiNp and so F ~ F.Ep,Np.
Hence our claim holds. This implies that for all G E F, G/ GF.e I E Np . Moreover,

p

by (3.2), G/ G F(p) E Ep" for all G E F. Obviously, if G E F, then GF.epi E F and
so GF.e I = GF.e ,nFo Thus,

p p

and

This induces that G =GF.e ,nFG F(p)' Obviously, GF.e ,nF E (F*Ep' nF) V F(p)
p p

and GF(p) E (F.Epi n F) v F(p). Therefore, G E (F.Epi n F) v F(p) and so
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We now prove that F n E. = F•. In fact, by Lemma 2.1, F. ~ E. and F. ~ F,
and consequently, F. ~ F n E•. Assume that F n £* Sf F. and let G be a group in
(FnE.) \F. of minimal order. Then, G has a unique maximal normal subgroup M
such that M = GF.' Since G E F, by Lemma 2.1(c), G/MEA and thereby, G/M
is a composition factor of order p. Hence, by [5, IX; 1.7], p E Char(F). However,
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G/ME £pl by (3.3), thus, G/ME Npn£pl = (1) and so G = M. This contradiction
shows that F n £* ~ F*. Thus F* = F n £*. Now, by [6, Theorem4.8(c)] and (3.2),
we have F = F*. This induces that F* = F* n £* and hence F satisfies Lockett
conjecture. This completes the proof. 0

If we let w = P, then, by Theorem B, we immediately re-obtain the following
result of Gallego [6].

Corollary 3.1 [6]. Every local Fitting class satisfies Lockett conjecture.

If F = Sand w = P, then by Theorem B, we re-obtain the following Berger's
result which answers the Laue's problem positively (see [7, Problem II]).

Corollary 3.2 ([2] and [5, X; 6.15]). S* = S* n £* = S n £*.

In the Kourovka Notebook [11], Lausch proposed the following problem:

The Lausch's Problem [11, Problem 8.30]. Let F, 1t be a solvable Fitting class
such that F nS* = F* and 1tnS* = 1t*. Will the equality (F n1t) nS* = (F n1t)*
hold?

For solvable local Fitting classes F.1t, Vorob'ev in [13] has already given an
affirmative answer to the Lausch's problem. Our following corollary also gives an
affirmative answer to the Lausch's problem in the class £ of all finite groups (in
particular, in S) when F. 1t are w-Iocal Fitting classes and Char(F n 1t) ~ w (in
particular, when F, 1t are local Fitting classes).

Corollary 3.3. Let F.1t be two w-local Fitting classes satisfying the Lockett
conjecture and suppose their characteristics are subsets ofw. Then F n 1t satisfies
the Lockett conjecture and (F n1t)* = (F n1t) n £*.

Proof. Obviously, F n 1t is a w-Iocal Fitting class and Char(F n 1t) ~ w. By
Theorem B, F n1t satisfies the Lockett conjecture. By using the same arguments as
in Theorem B, we also see that F n1t is a Lockett class, that is, (F n1t)* = F n1t.
Therefore, (F n 1t)* = (F n 1t) n £*. 0

The following example shows that there exists an w-local Fitting class F such
that Char(:F) ~ w but F is not a local Fitting class.

Example 3.4. Let F = 1tNp , where 1t = Fit A is a Fitting class generated by some
finite simple non-Abelian group A. Then, Char(1t) = 0 C a(1t)"(see [5, Exercise
IX, §1.4]). We claim that F is w-local, for w = {p}. Indeed, let

F(FP) = {Fit(FP(G») I G E F, if p E a(F);
0. if p E a'(:F).
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Theorem B, F n'H satisfies the Lockett conjecture. By using the same arguments as
in Theorem B, we also see that F n 'H is a Lockett class, that is, (F n 'H)* = F n 11..
Therefore, (F n 11.)* = (F n 11.) n E*. 0

The following example shows that there exists an w-Iocal Fitting class F such
that Char(:F) ~ w but F is not a local Fitting class.

Example 3.4. Let F =11.Np , where 11. = Fit A is a Fitting class generated by some
finite simple non-Abelian group A. Then, Char(11.) = '" C 0'(11.) '(see [5, Exercise
IX, §1.4]). We claim that F is w-local, for w = {p}. Indeed, let
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0, if p E O"(:F).
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Then F(FP) <; H and hence F(FP)Np <; HNp= F. This leads to F is w-local and
so our claim is established. Clearly, u (F) = u (H) U {p} and Char(F) = {p}. Hence,
Char(F) =1= u(F). However, by [6, 4.9(b)], F is local ifand only ifChar(F) = u(F)
and F(FP)Np <; F <; F(FP)NpEp" This shows that F is not a local Fitting class.

In closing, we give an example to show that Theorem B is not true in general
without the condition "Char(F) <; w".

Example 3.5. Let R be an extra-special (cf. [5, A; 20.3]) group of order 27
with exponent 3 and M = PSL(2, 3). Then, by [5, B; 9.16], M has a faithful
irreducible R-module W over the field GF(7). Let Y = [W]R. Denote by A the
automorphism group of R. Let B = CA(Z(R)) and Q the quaternion subgroups
of B and X = Z(Q)Y respectively. Let

where Do(X) is the class of all finite direct products of the groups which is
isomorphic to X. By a result in [3], K = M n S7S3S2 is a Lockett class but for
which Lockett conjecture does not hold, that is, K* = K and K* =1= K* n S*. Let
F = {Fi liE I} be the family of all solvable Fitting classes satisfying the following
conditions:

(a) For every i E [, the product (K)*F, is an w,-local Fitting class, for some
0=1= Wi <; P;

(b) F; n FJ = (1), for all i, j E [ with i =1= j;
(c) Fi is a radical saturated homomorph, for all i E [.

Obviously, F =1= 0 (for example, we can take F, = N PI ' for all Pi E P). Assume that
Ki = (K)*Fi satisfies the Lockett conjecture, for all i E [. Then, for every i E [,

((K)*F;)* = (K*F;)* n S*. Since K is a Lockett class, by Lemma 2.1, we see that
(K*F;)* = (K*)*F, = K*F , = KFi and hence

n(K*F,)* = n(KF;n S*)
lEI lEI

= (nKFi) n S* = K(nF, ) n S* = K n S*.
lEI lEI

By Lemma 2.1(b), (K*F;)* <; K*F
"

for all i E [. Hence, nEI(K*F,)* <; K*.
On the oth~r hand, since K* <; K*F, for every i E [, by Lemma 2.1 again,
K* = (K*)* <; nEI(K*F;kThus nEI(K*F;)*= K*. It follows that K* = KnS*,
a contradiction. Hence, there exists io E [ such that Kio is an wio-local Fitting class
which does not satisfy the Lockett conjecture. By condition (b), it is clear that
Char(R,o ) %Wio'

This example hence illustrates that the answer to Problem 2 is in general negative.
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